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About This Game

Crypto Quest is a game about achieving financial independence. Set in a world struggling with the consequences of war and
poverty, you will strive to build your own wealth while staying ahead of taxes and rampant inflation.

Features:

- Trade popular crypto currencies like bitcoin and ethereum.
- Invest in stocks, bonds, and real estate to build a passive income stream.

- Explore the rough streets of the city and interact with its strange inhabitants.
- Buy a crypto currency mining farm and mine for digital currencies.

- Work in a variety of jobs to earn money.

Don't forget to share your feedback, reviews, suggestions and feature requests.
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If you like Skyrim, Medieval RPG Game, Swordplay action game, The Witcher, etc, and have the fantasy of being a hero in
those games, then this game is for you. It's not the most polished VR game (hey, it's free) but it will put you in the shoe of a
medieval RPG hero with complete set of abilities and skills (sword, gun, archer, magic, etc).

I have been dreaming to be a hero in a medieval world, fighting monsters and throwing spells since I was a kid, and this game
could give me that.

Love this game and can't wait to see more games like this.

Thank you Kubold !!!. Do you enjoy arcade action games that are simple to learn but difficult to master?
...More specifically, do you enjoy the classic style break-out games like I do?

If you answered "yes" to either, then you are looking at one helluva nice choice for your gaming dollar with Caromble!

Watch my First Play & Review when this game hit early access here if you need more persuasion to jump in!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GB6SPMNSCsQ

Caromble represents what any true Indie game fan should absolutely love. This game oozes with over-flowing passion from a
development team that shows their devotion to making a great break-out style game! Caromble is "their baby" and already in
early access, it shows they care about delivering a fantastic and epic fun arcade style game!

I look forward to seeing the final product and it's progression to that point after playing my first time!

Caromble is gaming at it's most innermost raw and true core...

Caromble beats the heart of it's passionate development team...

Caromble is a joy to both play and watch in action!

Caromble is quite simply the classic break-out style game so many gamers from the 80s and 90s loved brought into modern day
gaming with both style, unique & fresh ideas, and a ton-of-fun gameplay within!

Great job Crimson Owl Studios! You've made a fan of me with your game.

You should all be very proud of "Caromble"!

- Zaxx. Really great combo of simulator and arcade!. Great to burn time when you get bored, but watch out, it is higly addictive.
Ignore the negative reviews about how the game is play/pay to win... you can easily beat an older player with the starter gear if
you play properly.. This is great! Now release book 1 Julith as well please.. I really like this game. I have only gotten two
endings so far, and I am glad to say that (even with my limited experience) I don't regret spending my money.

I have only one complaint(maybe two): there is no way outside of achievements to keep track of which endings you've gotten,
and there is no CG gallery. While I can live without a CG gallery, the lack of ending gallery is quit annoying. I would like it if
this was patched in, but I don't think that will happen.

I don't have any complaints with the ''gameplay'' or with the story (so far), so I recommend this game to everyone who is looking
for a good VN to read\/play.. Playing gta 5 on ultra settings has better fps than this game. I'll be honest.
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The second I saw the fact you play a cowboy, a wizard, and a skeleton at the same time, I was sold. I'm only a few levels in, but
so far the gameplay feels nice and solid, and characters feel varied without actually changing too much of their moveset.
The cowboy, who you start as, has wall climb and a nifty -if kind of tricky to time- dash jump.
The wizard, who you add to the party second, has a double jump. I also find his attack my go to if I can.
The Skeleton, who comes last, has a hover, though it does not last forever and it's more like a slowed down fall.
And just with those, the level design works perfectly to give each of these characters completely different ways to cover terrain.
This is a fun platformer, but it does get pretty tricky!. I bought this game for $1.00 thanks to a coupon I got while crafting
badges, and although I've only played 10 minutes total as of the moment I'm writing this review, I already don't regret buying
this game!. This game is WAY too underrated. I honestly love it.
While it is true that the controls are a bit weird (mainly the mandatory use of the mouse), once you have the hang of it, it's an
awesome game to play! (if nobody's around to complain about your endless clicking sounds)

I can only recommend this game. You can create your own pizza, name them and your restaurant, and have a 30 days story with
multiple routes available.

I'll keep an eye out on those devs :)
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Rage inducing fun, at a great price! I haven't run into any bugs yet, but for such a simple game, I imagine that the devs can
handle them.. Epic Horror Game!!. If you like shmups, get this. Be warned...it's NOT easy.. Really fun game to play with your
friends.. yeah the game is so good and im very proud with this game. There is only one thing you need to know. You can
romance the beautiful angel of thigh high stockings.. I guess this game would be okay for the very young, but not for anyone
else.

The voice acting is very, very bad along with the writing, gameplay is nothing new or inspired and the graphics look like they
were done on a limited budget.. A big MEH. This DLC adds 4 extra pants for the game that give you added abilities and 4 added
characters. They should've included this with the base game. I can't believe they even offered this in the first place! A bit too
money-grubbing on the part of Telltale and WB. Pass on this and get some unlocker instead.
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